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About This Game

Stick Nightmare is a simple puzzle-platform game where you control yourself after having some drinks at a local bar.

 Easy to pick up and play: Run, jump, walk and warp. That's all you'll going to do.

 Quite Difficult: The game is aimed for those who are looking for a challenging platformer and speed runners. Difficulty
based on level design, not on cheap deaths or surprise attacks. May provoke some rage.

 Casual Support: You may progress in the game even if you die a thousand times and take 3 hours to finish a level.

 Rewards for hardcore: Earn medals for not dying and milestones for completing some requirements.

 Realistic storyline: Yep. Quite realistic.[\list]
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I played this game back on the 360 when it was one of the games for gold and I played it and loved it. Picked it up on here, it's
good but I experienced a lot of bugs. Don't get this, even for $.14 for trading cards; it is too much torture to try and get them.

As for the game itself, it lacks polish. Escape exits without confirmation, there is no way to find the listing of controls, and it is
(not confirmed) impossible to unlock new tracks. Hell, the only race I got more than one point (3 place out of 4 racers) on was a
time trial.

If you want to play an f-zero game, go play the real one, not this.. Old school, way back to the original xbox. Still fun though.
Too easy, that it's boring. Not ready for prime time.

No save game, controls are awkward and feedback is unclear and strange.

I've tried to play the game numerous times, but despite manipulating everything I can't seem to refuel and then my ship
spontaneously gets damaged despite not moving anywhere. Maybe that is user error but it's totally baffling to me.

No, I don't want to have to read some how-to outside of the game, either. If the game doesn't present itself, them it doesn't.
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Had a great time playing this one!!
i advice you to go and buy a copy of this game.
one of the best VR games i played!

. You will make lots of monster girls but don't get aTTATCHED TO ANY OF THEM.. It has alot of potential, but as it is right
now I can't recommend it.

Pros:
Good teleport system.
Looks good
Great Audio
Fun
Solid basics (Grabbing\/holding\/Using feels great)

Cons:
Not alot of content
Takes 5 minutes to load your guns before each game type, which must be repeated if you die.

The game could really use a limit to how many paintballs the hopper can carry, and let the refill tubes refill it MUCH faster.
Also a belt inventory would be nice for refill tubes. Right now having to use 10 refill tubes to load my marker before a match
and my teleport marker is a massive pain. especially in early access, i've had bugs that delete my marker and then i am forced to
reload all over again.. Pacman combined with fantasy roguelikes, that's pretty much what Instant Dungeon is.

Your goal is to run around the maze and try to find the key so you can move on to the next level. All kinds of creatures
(skeletons, zombies .. you name it..) try to block your path. Unless you wear armor you die instantly and have to start over.
Luckily, the maps are randomised and there are throwable weapons and magic to kill your enemies. There are several different
characters for you to pick from, but to my knowledge they do not have different abilities. Do not expect your characters will
level up or anything like that. Obviously the game get's harder over time and you will also have to 'defeat' bosses.

The graphics look nice in my opinion. The only things that I would've liked to see is online leaderboards and maybe some
achievements. Overall the game is great fun and addictive.

. Of all the steam engines, this remains one of my overall favourites, its not super fast by any standard but able to pull at a
reasonable speed, huge trains of coal and goods and is very easy to learn its ways and means to make it go.

It feels very at home in the Woodhead area, is great fun and at the new classic price, well worth a go.. If men knew how to do it,
they wouldn’t have to pay for it.. Look elsewhere. There are many VR shooter options that are vastly better in every way.

The only real challenge to the game is poor design.

Every target has a giant flag with a number on it indicating its "health." While it's fairly useless, it does serve to block your view
of any target that's above it.

There are hostage taker targets with hostages in front of them that have some element of random position. Often you'll have just
the tiniest outline sticking out to shoot the hostage taker, which is fine. But sometimes they are exactly behind the hostage. You
can't see the hostage taker at all much less shoot it! Civilian targets that are the same as the hostages pop up on their own so you
really can't tell sometimes that there is a hostage taker behind them until they kill the hostage and ruin your run.

The hostage targets can appear so far away that you can't see a person at all much less two of them.

You can have all of these factors at once! Far distant hostage targets with hostage takers directly behind them that are
completely covered by the health flag of another target below them.

Achievements that still don't unlock, starting levels with your gun inexplicably not cocked, dark levels that require a flashlight
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but bug the upgrades menu so that you can't access one to put on, not being able to buy weapons because the Buy button gets
muddled with the shotgun menu, drum barrels next to where you stand making constant bugged noises, etc.... good benchmark
as expected. i like to run the "same old" benchmark as long as possible. i this case i have comparables i can count on.
always having the latest benchmark makes absolutely no sense if you just want to test your own pc after hardware upgrades.
recommended!. Space Distant]

Nothing special, just another arcade 80's shoot 'em up game :/

Hard to beat with limited lives that don't regenerate, but once you die, you get quicker and better at clearing the level.
. Yes it's free... but it wasn't that fun. Awkward puzzles. If you can afford VR - you probably can afford a few good paid games,
and if that's the case... well yeah... you should be playing those games instead of this one. I can't really advocate this game as the
best use of your time ;)
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